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Objective: The authors created normative growth charts
of amygdala functional connectivity in typically developing
youths, assessed age-associated deviations of these trajec-
tories in youths with psychosis spectrum disorders, and
explored how these disruptions are related to clinical
symptomatology.

Methods: Resting-state functional neuroimaging data from
four samples (three cross-sectional, one longitudinal) were
collected for 1,062 participants 10–25 years of age (622
typically developing control youths, 194 youths with psy-
chosis spectrum disorders, and 246 youths with other psy-
chopathology). The authors assessed deviations in the
psychosis spectrum and other psychopathology groups
in age-related changes in resting-state functional MRI
amygdala-to-whole brain connectivity from a normative
range derived from the control youths. The authors ex-
plored relationships between age-associated deviations in
amygdala connectivity and positive symptoms in the psy-
chosis spectrum group.

Results: Normative trajectories demonstrated significant
age-related decreases in centromedial amygdala connectivity

with distinct regions of the brain. In contrast, the psycho-
sis spectrum group failed to exhibit any significant age-
associated changes between the centromedial amygdala
and the prefrontal cortices, striatum, occipital cortex, and
thalamus (all q values ,0.1). Age-associated deviations
in centromedial amygdala–striatum and centromedial
amygdala–occipital connectivity were unique to the psychosis
spectrum group and were not observed in the other psy-
chopathology group. Exploratory analyses revealed that
greater age-related deviation in centromedial amygdala–
thalamus connectivity was significantly associated with
increased severity of positive symptoms (r=0.19; q=0.05)
in the psychosis spectrum group.

Conclusions: Using neurodevelopmental growth charts to
identify a lack of normative development of amygdala con-
nectivity in youths with psychosis spectrum disorders may
help us better understand the neural basis of affective im-
pairments in psychosis, informing prediction models and
interventions.

AJP in Advance (doi: 10.1176/appi.ajp.2018.18040443)

Affective dysfunction is a prominent feature of psychosis.
Affective deficits are present before the onset of the full-
blown illness (1, 2), and their severity contributes to improved
prediction of psychosis in high-risk samples (3, 4). Psycho-
sis often develops during the transition from adolescence
to adulthood, a time when significant specialization and
strengthening in cognitive control of affective processes
occurs (5). Additionally, adults with psychosis consistently
exhibit structural and functional alterations in the amygdala
(6–12), a brain structure that plays a key role in affective
processes. Connectivity between the amygdala and brain
regions supporting multiple cognitive and emotional func-
tions undergo significant changes through adolescence
(13–15). Thus, how amygdala connectivity is neurodevelop-
mentally affected in psychosis is critical to understanding
the neural basis of affective impairment in psychosis.

We recently reported (13) that two nuclei in the amyg-
dala, the centromedial and basolateral amygdalae, exhibit
differential developmental resting-state connectivity tra-
jectories. The majority of typical developmental decreases
occurred in connectivity between the centromedial amyg-
dala and other brain regions (13). Here, we extend these
findings by combining different developmental data sources
to form a large data set and construct a normative template
of age-related changes to be used as a growth chart for the
development of amygdala connectivity. The use of growth
charts, typically as references for early identification of
atypical development for metrics such as weight and head
circumference (16), has recently been extended to assess
how psychiatric disorders are related to deviations from
normative development (17, 18). Multisite sample charac-
terization of typical development of amygdala connectivity
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will provide a template that can then be used to assess ab-
normal development of brain function in young people with
psychosis spectrum disorders. A growing body of literature
has used resting-state functional MRI (fMRI) to identify
amygdala connectivity disruptions in adults with psychosis (7,
19–21), and individuals with psychosis are impaired in social-
cognitive processes that continue to develop during ado-
lescence (18, 22–24). Thus, characterizing age-associated
deviations in amygdala connectivity can inform us about af-
fective dysregulation in psychosis. These age-associated alter-
ations may underlie the development of psychotic symptoms
and disruptions in social cognitive processes.

Unique neurodevelopmental trajectories of amygdala
connectivity may distinguish psychosis spectrum disor-
ders from other forms of psychopathology. Multiple social
cognitive processes that involve the amygdala, including
facial affect recognition, emotion regulation, and theory of
mind, are more impaired in schizophrenia compared with
other psychiatric disorders, providing behavioral support for
a differential deficit (25–27). Distinct patterns of amygdala-
prefrontal connectivity differentiate individuals with psycho-
sis from those without a psychosis history (19, 21). However,
disruption of age-associated amygdala trajectories and their
specificity to psychosis spectrum disorders has not been exam-
ined. Understanding the timing of disruption in psychosis in
comparison to other psychopathology may help us identify
individuals who are at greater risk for developing psychosis
spectrum disorders.

Our goals in this study were 1) to identify the strongest
age-associated changes in centromedial and basolateral
amygdala connectivity in typically developing youths
acrossmultiple samples, 2) to characterize deviations from
normative amygdala connectivity trajectories in psychosis,
3) to determine the specificity of these abnormalities by
comparing age-associated amygdala connectivity in youths
with other forms of psychopathology, and 4) to test whether
age-associated deviations in amygdala connectivity are related to
psychotic symptoms.We hypothesized that 1) consistent with
our previous research, the strongest age-associated decreases
would be observed in centromedial amygdala connectivity in
typically developing youths (13); 2) youths with psychosis
spectrumdisorderswould fail to showage-associateddecreases
in centromedial amygdala–prefrontal connectivity, given that
increased amygdala-prefrontal connectivity has previously
beenassociatedwithpsychosis (19, 21); and 3)distinct patterns
of age-associated amygdala-prefrontal connectivity would
differentiate youths with psychosis spectrum disorders from
those with other psychopathologies. Finally, we tested the ex-
ploratory hypothesis that age-associated deviations in amyg-
dala connectivitywouldbeassociatedwithpositive symptoms.

METHODS

Participants
The final neuroimaging data set consisted of 1,062 partici-
pants 10–25 years old (typically developing control subjects,

N=622; individuals with psychosis spectrum disorders,
N=194; individuals with other psychopathology, N=246) from
four different samples. Three data sets were acquired at the
University of Pittsburgh and one at the University of Penn-
sylvania (28, 29). Information on the study participants is
presented in Table 1. One data set was from a longitudinal
sample, and the other three were cross-sectional. (Details on
participant recruitment and inclusion and exclusion criteria
are provided in the online supplement; see the Supplemental
Methods section and Figure S1.)

Clinical Measures
Positive and negative symptoms were measured by summing
the relevant Structured InterviewforProdromalSyndromes/
PRIME Screen–Revised responses (0=definitely disagree,
1=somewhat disagree, 2=slightly disagree, 3=not sure, 4=
slightly agree, 5=somewhat agree, 6=definitely agree). Table
S1 in the online supplement lists the included questions.

MR Data Acquisition
For all samples, scanning data were acquired using Siemens
3-T Tim Trio scanners. Resting-state data were collected us-
ing an echo-planar sequence sensitive to blood-oxygen-level-
dependent contrast (T2*). A magnetization-prepared rapid
gradient-echo sequence (MPRAGE) was acquired to measure
brain structure and for alignment of the resting-state func-
tional MR images. Table S2 in the online supplement includes
scan instructions and parameters; details of resting-state
fMRI data processing are provided in the Supplemental
Methods section.

Statistical Analyses
Resting-state fMRI first-level statistical analyses. We con-
ducted voxelwise regressions on processed data using AFNI’s
3dDeconvolve with the average of each amygdala subregion
region of interest (centromedial, basolateral) time series as
the seed. AFNI’s 3dREMLfit program was applied to correct
for temporal autocorrelation between voxels. These analyses
resulted in voxelwise subject-level maps of Pearson corre-
lations (r) between the average amygdala subregion region of
interest time course and each voxel’s time course. R values
were thennormalizedusing the Fisher r-to-z transformation.

Voxelwise developmental changes in amygdala subregion
connectivity. We used the 3dLME program in AFNI to ex-
amine voxelwise developmental effects of age for each
amygdala subregion in typically developing control youths.
3dLME is a group analysis program that computes linear
mixed models (30). Subject was included as a random ef-
fect, which allows us to model and account for the non-
independence of data (multiple visits) in the longitudinal
cohort (31). Age, sex, and site were included as fixed effects.
Linear, inverse, and quadratic forms of age were examined.
Results were corrected for multiple comparisons using a
combination of cluster size and voxel probability, with pa-
rameters determined through a Monte Carlo simulation
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using AFNI’s 3dClustSim program (see the online supple-
ment for details). This implementation is the most current,
most stringent procedure recommended by the AFNI de-
velopers to prevent obtaining false positive clusters of con-
nectivity (32, 33).

For clusters for which significant results were obtained
across multiple forms of age (linear, inverse, quadratic), we
determined a conjunction cluster and extracted the cluster’s
mean region of interest for each individual. We reran the
mixed-effects models described above with linear, inverse,
and quadratic forms of age on these data. Themodel with the
lowest combination of the Akaike information criterion and
the Bayesian information criterion was considered to be the
best-fitting one.

To ensure that motion artifacts did not drive our results,
we extracted the mean region of interest from the significant
clusters and reran the linear mixed-effects models, includ-
ing average framewise displacement as an additional fixed
effect. We also reran developmental analyses on subsets of
“low-motion” subjects, removing participants with aver-
age framewise displacement in the upper 25th percentile
(framewise displacement .0.17 mm).

Disruption of age-associated amygdala connectivity in
psychosis. To determine age-associated disruption of amyg-
dala connectivity in youths with psychosis spectrum disor-
ders, we extracted mean regions of interest for clusters that
exhibited significant developmental changes in typically
developing control youths and ran a linearmixedmodel with
each connectivity measure as the dependent variable. Fixed
effects included an interaction term between age (inverse
form, and group [typically developing control, psychosis
spectrum]), as well as the main effects of both variables.
Subject was included as a random effect. Site, sex, and
framewise displacement were included as fixed effects. The
false discovery rate method was used to correct for multiple
comparisons (34). To determine the specificity of age-related
deviations in youths with psychosis spectrum disorders in
any clusters that exhibited significant age-by-group deviations,

we added the other psychopathology group to the model and
reran it. All significant interaction terms were further ex-
amined with the simple slopes of each group using least-
squares means (using the lsmeans package [35]).

To explore whether there were any age-related alterations
in the psychosis spectrum or other psychopathology groups
that were not observed in the above analysis, we used 3dLME
to run the above interaction model using a voxelwise ap-
proach (p,0.001, cluster-wise p=0.05, 30 continuous voxels).

Relationships between age-associated deviations in amygdala
connectivity and positive symptoms. We took a two-step,
developmentally informed approach to examine relation-
ships between amygdala connectivity and psychotic symp-
toms. In regions where we observed significant age-related
alterations in psychosis, we first conducted analyses to
characterize the extent to which age-associated deviations
fromnormal development—independentof thedirectionality
of the connectivity differences—were associated with psy-
chotic symptoms. Using the model of best fit for develop-
mental changes observed for amygdala connectivity in the
typically developing control group, we predicted what the
expected “normative” amygdala connectivity value would be
for the psychosis spectrum group. We then subtracted the
predicted value from the actual amygdala connectivity value
for each individual and took the absolute value of this score.
This created an amygdala connectivity maturation deviation
score, a method that has been used previously to identify
deviations from normative growth in brain connectivity
metrics (17). We computed Pearson correlations between the
amygdala brain maturation deviation score and positive
symptoms in the psychosis spectrum group. The false dis-
covery rate method was used to correct for multiple com-
parisons (q,0.1).

In a post hoc analysis, we wanted to determine the di-
rection of any identified relationships and focus our analyses
on the discrete developmental periods in which there were
significant differences in amygdala connectivity between
the psychosis spectrum group and the typically developing

TABLE 1. Demographic information for all samples in a study of age-associated deviations of amygdala functional connectivity in
youths with psychosis spectrum disorders

Typically Developing
Group

Psychosis Spectrum
Group

Other Psychopathology
Group

Age
Range
(years) N

Age (years) Male/
Female
(N/N)

Age (years) Male/
Female
(N/N)

Age (years) Male/
Female
(N/N)Cohorta Study Design Mean SD N Mean SD N Mean SD

Luna 1 Longitudinal
(1–3 visits)

10–25 213 16.7 3.0 113/100 0 0

Luna 2 Cross-sectional 14–25 88 19.5 3.6 45/43 0 0
Philadelphia
Neurodevelopmental
Cohort

Cross-sectional 10–22 292 16.2 3.4 151/141 162 16.0 2.9 75/87 246 16.4 3.3 96/150

Pitt Cross-sectional 12–25 29 21.0 2.7 18/11 32 20.8 3.1 19/13 0

a The Luna 1, Luna 2, and Pitt cohorts were from the University of Pittsburgh, and the Philadelphia Neurodevelopmental Cohort was from the University of
Pennsylvania.
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control group (see Table S5 in the online supplement). After
regressingout theeffects of age, sex, andmotioncovariates on
the connectivity measure of interest, we conducted Pearson
correlation analyses with the connectivity value and positive
symptoms during the developmental period that were sig-
nificantly different between the psychosis spectrum group
and the typically developing control group. We also com-
puted Pearson correlations between the connectivity value
and positive symptoms in the developmental period inwhich
amygdala connectivity values were not statistically different
from each other.

RESULTS

Typical Age-Associated Development of Amygdala
Subregion Connectivity
Developmental effects were observed for functional con-
nectivity between the centromedial amygdala and 19 clus-
ters (Table 2; see also Figure S2 in the online supplement).
These clusters included the following bilateral brain regions:
posterior cingulate, insula, parahippocampal cortex, and
precentral gyrus/frontal eye fields. Significant clusters were
also observed for the left ventrolateral prefrontal cortex, left
caudate, left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, right thala-
mus, and right postcentral gyrus. We observed age-related

decreases in connectivity
strength between the cen-
tromedial amygdala and all
clusters, with children exhib-
iting positive centromedial
amygdala connectivity (mean=
0.19 at age 10) and adults
exhibiting near-zero levels
of connectivity (mean=0.04
at age 25).

Developmental effects were
also observed for functional
connectivity between the baso-
lateral amygdala and one
cluster, which encompassed
the leftuncus (Table 2). In this
case, children exhibited posi-
tive centromedial amygdala
connectivity (mean=0.27 at
age 10), and adults exhibited
positive connectivity as well,
albeit to a lesser extent
(mean=0.17 at age 25).

For all significant clusters,
the inverse form of age was
the bestfit. All developmental
effects remained significant
when motion covariates (av-
erage framewise displace-
ment) and MRI software
version were included in the

model and when high-motion subjects were excluded from
the analysis (see Tables S3–S4 in the online supplement).
Strikingly, age-associated changes were consistent across
sites (see Figure S3 in the online supplement).

We also confirmed that site effects were appropriately
accounted for by including the measure as a covariate. After
regressing out the effects of site in each region, we then
plotted theresiduals (seeFigureS4 in theonline supplement).
The residuals all clustered around zero, which provides
evidence that we were able to effectively account for site in
ourmodel. Furthermore,whenweconducted amixed-model
linear regression to compare residuals between sites, there
were no significant differences between sites for any of the
regions of interest (allx2=0, p=1), further solidifying evidence
that region-of-interest values were similar across sites once
site was included in the model.

Age-Associated Disruptions in Amygdala Connectivity
in Youths With Psychosis Spectrum Disorders
After correcting for multiple comparisons, significant age-
associated deviations (inverse age-by-group interactions)
were observed in the psychosis spectrum group for con-
nectivity between the centromedial amygdala and six clusters
in the following brain regions: left ventrolateral prefrontal
cortex, right thalamus, left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, left

TABLE 2. Clusters and associated brain regions that exhibited significant age-associated changes
in typically developing youthsa

MNI Coordinates

Cluster Brain Region Voxels x y z x2 p q

Centromedial amygdala connectivity

1 Left posterior cingulate/precuneus 206 –13 –61 15 0.2 0.63 0.81
2 Right posterior cingulate/precuneus 191 24 –61 19 0.5 0.48 0.64
3 Left frontal eyefields/BA6andprecentral

gyrus
186 –61 –3 35 0.1 0.75 0.83

4 Right frontal eye fields/BA 6 and
precentral gyrus

162 52 –10 38 0.1 0.75 0.83

5 Right insula/claustrum 147 36 –10 10 1.4 0.24 0.37
6 Left insula/claustrum 121 –33 –15 –2 1.0 0.33 0.35
7 Left parietal cortex/middle temporal

gyrus
101 –52 –70 24 0.0 0.92 0.64

8 Right parahippocampal gyrus 99 26 –33 –15 0.0 0.83 0.98
9 Left parahippocampal gyrus 97 –20 –47 –8 0.0 0.83 0.89
10 Right precentral/postcentral gyrus 85 45 –21 58 0.0 0.95 0.98
11 Left ventrolateral prefrontal cortex 70 –31 29 –2 7.5 0.006 0.04
12 Left putamen 61 –22 2 8 8.2 0.004 0.04
13 Left BA 10/superior frontal gyrus 57 –13 71 1 2.6 0.11 0.23
14 Right thalamus 57 20 –33 10 6.7 0.009 0.05
15 Right insula 51 38 –28 15 3.6 0.05 0.15
16 Left caudate 43 –15 18 3 8.5 0.004 0.04
17 Left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex/BA9 40 –20 41 38 4.1 0.04 0.09
18 Left parahippocampal gyrus 39 –29 –38 –11 3.1 0.08 0.20
19 Right middle occipital cortex 36 47 –77 1 5.4 0.02 0.05

Basolateral amygdala connectivity

1 Left uncus 33 –24 –3 –34 0.9 0.340 0.35

a The statistics for the age-by-group interactions between typically developing youths and youths with psychosis
spectrum disorders are presented. Boldface indicates clusters that remained significant for the age-by-group inter-
actions after false discovery rate correction. BA=Brodmann’s area; MNI=Montreal Neurological Institute.
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caudate, left putamen, and right middle occipital gyrus
(Figure 1A). In five clusters (ventrolateral prefrontal cortex,
thalamus, caudate, putamen, and middle occipital gyrus),
slope comparison analyses revealed that the typically de-
veloping control group exhibited significant age-related
decreases with increasing age, while the psychosis spec-
trum group failed to exhibit significant age-associated
changes (see Table S5 in the online supplement). Contrasts
revealed that during late childhood the psychosis spectrum
group, in comparison to the typically developing control
group, exhibited significantly lower connectivity in the fol-
lowing pairs: centromedial amygdala–ventrolateral pre-
frontal, centromedial amygdala–putamen, and centromedial
amygdala–caudate. In adulthood, the psychosis spectrum
group exhibited higher connectivity in comparison to the
typically developing control group in centromedial
amygdala–ventrolateral prefrontal cortex connectivity,
centromedial amygdala–putamen connectivity, and cen-
tromedial amygdala–occipital cortex connectivity. These
results, illustrated in Figure 1A, reflect a lack of develop-
mental decreases in psychosis emerging from under-
connectivity in childhood. For connectivity between the
centromedial amygdala and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex,
the psychosis spectrum group exhibited higher connectivity
during late childhood and early adolescence in comparison to
the control group. This significant difference was no longer
observed in adulthood. Specific time periods in which group
differences were observed are presented in Table S5. All
significant age-by-group interactions remained when psy-
chiatric medication status was included as a covariate.
Amount of variance explained by the full model, the inverse
age-by-group interactions, and themain effects of inverse age
and group are reported in Table S7 in the online supplement.

Similar to the typically developing control group, the
psychosis spectrum group exhibited a decline in cen-
tromedial amygdala connectivity with increases in age for
clusters in the following regions: parahippocampal cortex,
frontal eye fields, posterior cingulate cortex, precentral
cortex, and postcentral cortex (Figure 1B).

Specificity of Age-Associated Disruptions in
Amygdala Connectivity in Youths With Psychosis
Spectrum Disorders
When youths with other psychopathology were added to the
model, all five models maintained the significant inverse
age-by-group interactions (see Table S6 in the online sup-
plement). Like the typically developing control group, the
other psychopathology group showed typical significant
age-related decreases with increasing age in connectivity
between the centromedial amygdala and three regions: the
putamen, caudate, and occipital cortex (see Figures S5 and
S6 and Table S7 in the online supplement). However, like
the psychosis spectrum group, the other psychopathology
group failed to show age-associated changes in centrome-
dial amygdala–ventrolateral prefrontal cortex connectivity
and centromedial amygdala–thalamus connectivity, although

there were no significant inverse age-by-group interactions
between the typically developing control group and the other
psychopathology group (p.0.07). Furthermore, the typi-
cally developing and other psychopathology groups did not
differ in amygdala connectivity levels at any point in devel-
opment (see Table S7). As seen in Figure 2A–C, the devel-
opmental trajectories of centromedial amygdala–ventrolateral
prefrontal cortex connectivity, centromedial amygdala–
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex connectivity, and centromedial
amygdala–thalamus connectivity for the other psychopa-
thology group fell between the trajectories of the typically
developing and psychosis spectrum groups during late
childhood and early adolescence. In comparison to the other
psychopathology group, the psychosis spectrum group
exhibited reduced connectivity during late childhood and
early adolescence in the following connectivity pairs: cen-
tromedial amygdala–putamen (Figure 2D) and centromedial
amygdala–occipital cortex (Figure 2F).

Confirmatory analyses revealed that there were no sig-
nificant interactions of inverse age by group by sex, inverse
age by group by site, sex by group, or group by site in the
psychosis spectrum and typically developing groups in these
regions. Exploratory voxelwise analyses of age-by-group
interactions failed to find any other significant clusters.

Association of Age-Related Deviation in Centromedial
Amygdala–Thalamus Connectivity With Increased
Positive Symptoms
After calculating brain maturation deviation scores, we
found that greater age-related deviation in centromedial
amygdala–thalamus connectivitywas associatedwith greater
severity of positive symptoms in the psychosis spectrum
group (r=0.19, p=0.01, q=0.05) (Figure 3). Post hoc analyses
revealed that increased severity of grandiose ideas (r=0.31,
p,0.001) and hallucinations (r=0.23, p=0.003) were related
to centromedial amygdala–thalamus age-associated de-
viation, but not unusual thought content (r=0.08, p=0.32).
This relationship was not present in the other psychopa-
thology group (centromedial amygdala–thalamus: r=20.02,
p=0.89). This relationship was not observed between the
centromedial amygdala–thalamus brain maturation de-
viation score and negative symptoms (r=0.02, p=0.8), de-
pressive (r=20.06, p=0.42), or manic symptoms (r=20.01,
p=0.93).

We next characterized where in the developmental tra-
jectory amygdala connectivity related to positive symp-
toms. During late childhood and early adolescence, lower
amygdala-thalamus connectivity was associatedwith greater
severity of positive symptoms (r=20.27, p=0.01, q=0.05).

DISCUSSION

We examined age-associated disruptions in amygdala func-
tional connectivity in youths with psychosis spectrum dis-
orders and explored how alterations in neurodevelopmental
connectivitymay be related to psychotic symptoms. First, we
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developed normative amygdala connectivity growth charts
in typically developing youths and verified that the
strongest age-associated changes occur in connectivity
between the centromedial amygdala and multiple brain
regions, with decreases in connectivity occurring as age
increased, confirming our previous results (13). Next, we
showed that the psychosis spectrum group failed to show
typical age-associated decreases in connectivity between
the centromedial amygdala and these distinct brain re-
gions: the striatum, thalamus, lateral prefrontal cortex, and

occipital cortex. Age-associated alterations in centromedial
amygdala–putamenconnectivity and centromedial amygdala–
occipital cortex connectivity were unique to the psychosis
spectrum group; youths in the other psychopathology
group did not exhibit these age-associated deviations. Ex-
ploratory analyses revealed that greater age-related devi-
ations in centromedial amygdala–thalamus functional
maturationwere associatedwith greater positive symptoms
in the psychosis spectrum group. Our results provide a
novel view of developmental alterations in functional

FIGURE 1. Age-associated resting-state fMRI connectivity between the amygdala and multiple brain regions in typically developing
youths and youths with psychosis spectrum disordersa
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connectivity in psychosis spectrum disorders, implicating
alterations during discrete developmental windows within
neural circuits implicated in a wide array of cognitive and
emotional processes.

Developmental Alterations in Centromedial
Amygdala Connectivity in Youths With Psychosis
Spectrum Disorders
In line with our previous findings, significant typical devel-
opmental functional connectivity decreases occurred between
the centromedial amygdala and multiple brain regions (13).
These results are consistent with previous developmental
neuroimaging resting-state fMRI studies reporting de-
creases in subcortical-cortical connectivity into adulthood

(36–39). In comparison to typically developing youths, those
with psychosis spectrum disorders exhibited reduced con-
nectivity between the centromedial amygdala and the ven-
trolateral prefrontal cortex, striatum, thalamus, and occipital
cortexduring latechildhoodandearlyadolescence,witha lack
of normative decreases from adolescence to adulthood. These
findings suggest either that there is an accelerated de-
velopmental decrease in amygdala connectivity in psychosis
preceding the normative timetable or that the earlier age at
onset reflects deterioration of this circuitry, as is evident later
in adulthood. Normatively, decreases in connectivity can be
seen as a period of specialization that occurs at a critical time
when higher-level systems are becoming established to form
adult trajectories. The lack of a marker of specialization

FIGURE 2. Age-associated alterations in centromedial amygdala connectivity in youths with psychosis spectrum disorders and youths
with other psychopathology during late childhood, late adolescence, and early adulthooda
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through adolescence could reflect impairments in optimal
specialization that could contribute to abnormal processing
of executive affective information processing in psychosis.

Many of the regions that exhibited disrupted age-
associated amygdala connectivity in the psychosis spec-
trum group are related to perception and salience (e.g.,
thalamus, striatum, and occipital cortex [40–47]). A primary
function of the amygdala is to determine what is salient in
one’s environment and to facilitate learning for these items
(48–50). Projections of the amygdala to the thalamus are
thought to modulate attentional orientation and arousal,
broadly speaking (51). Projections of the amygdala to the
visual cortex are known to enhance sensitivity, discrimina-
tion, and subjective vividness of perceived stimuli (52). Fi-
nally, projections of the amygdala to the striatum are thought
to provide an interface between the amygdala and dopamine
systems, which are known to regulate motivation, learning,
and behavioral activation (53). Thus, abnormal connectivity
of the amygdala with the thalamus, visual cortex, and striatum
could reflect processes that result in the misattribution of
salience to stimuli in psychosis, as well as a facilitation of
learning associations about threat-related items. Critically,
this type of aberrant salience processing may provide the
foundation for higher-order features of positive symptoms,
such as delusions (54).

Connections between the centromedial amygdala and
lateral prefrontal regions also exhibited a disruption in age-
associated changes in the psychosis spectrum group. During
late childhood and early adolescence, the psychosis spectrum
group exhibited reduced amygdala–ventrolateral prefrontal

cortex connectivity; however, during adulthood the psychosis
spectrum group exhibited increased connectivity between
these two regions. Amygdala–ventrolateral prefrontal cor-
tex connectivity is necessary during the reappraisal phase
of regulating one’s emotions (55–59), and how these two
structures interact during emotion regulation changes dur-
ing adolescent development (60). Indeed, impairments in
lateral prefrontal–mediated circuitry are related to emotional
deficits typically observed in psychosis (61–63) and age-
associated amygdala–ventrolateral prefrontal cortex func-
tional connectivity alterations during an affective labeling task
have been observed in youths at clinical high risk for develop-
ing psychosis (64). Thus, centromedial amygdala–ventrolateral
prefrontal cortex age-associated disruptions may underlie the
emotional dysregulation that often precedes and predicts in-
creased psychotic symptoms (65–67). Studies using experience
sampling have shown that adults with schizophrenia report
more intense negative emotions and greater social stress than
healthy control subjects (68–70). The heightened amygdala–
ventrolateral prefrontal cortex connectivity we observed in
adults experiencing psychosis spectrum symptoms may reflect
underlying biological vulnerability to psychosis onset, which
interacts with these environmental stressors. Studies in-
tegrating experience sampling methods (71) with neuro-
imaging in youths at high risk for developing psychosis are
necessary to test this hypothesis.

We also observed a unique, altered age-associated pattern
of centromedial amygdala–dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
connectivity in the psychosis spectrum group compared
with the typically developing control group. During late

FIGURE 3. Age-associated brain maturation deviation scores in youths with psychosis spectrum disordersa
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childhood and early adolescence, the psychosis spectrum
group exhibited increased centromedial amygdala–
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex coupling compared with the
typically developing group. This group difference was no
longer present in adulthood, with both the typically de-
veloping and the psychosis spectrum groups exhibiting
similar levels of connectivity. Previously, in adults with
schizophrenia, absent or reduced amygdala–dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex functional connectivity has been observed
during emotional distraction during a working memory task
(72) and at rest (7, 21). Our developmentally sensitive results
of increased centromedial amygdala–dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex connectivity in the psychosis spectrum group during
late childhood and early adolescence contrast with these
findings and highlight the importance of examining how
developmental stage may affect the directionality and in-
terpretation of brain connectivity (73). Reduced GABA levels
are consistently observed in the prefrontal cortex in
schizophrenia. While GABA-ergic deficits have not been
identified in the amygdala in schizophrenia, the majority of
neurons projecting from the centromedial amygdala are
GABA-ergic (74). Altered connections may generate down-
regulation of GABA interneuron activity in the prefrontal
cortex, resulting in a lack of inhibition, which may be re-
sponsible for the increased connectivity observed between
the amygdala and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex during late
childhood and early adolescence in youths with psychosis
spectrum disorders.

In summary, we identified developmentally sensitive al-
terations in cortico-limbic and intralimbic resting-state fMRI
connectivity in youths with psychosis spectrum disorders.
These neurodevelopmental alterations provide support for
multiple theories associated with schizophrenia and com-
plement the growing body of literature that shows pro-
gressive maturational disturbances in those who go on to
develop psychosis (75–78).

Specificity of Age-Associated Amygdala Connectivity
Alterations to Psychosis Spectrum Disorders
Two age-associated amygdala connectivity alterations were
distinct to youths with psychosis spectrum disorders. In
comparison to both the typically developing and other psy-
chopathology groups, the psychosis spectrum group ex-
hibited reduced connectivity during late childhood and
early adolescence in two connectivity pairs: centromedial
amygdala–putamen and centromedial amygdala–occipital
cortex. Although psychotic symptoms rarely separate clinical
samples into discrete groups, our results suggest that these
brain abnormalities are unique to youths with psychosis
spectrum disorders and, in the future, could potentially
differentiate psychotic disorders from other psychiatric
disorders. Alternatively, in other amygdala connectivity
measures, the developmental trajectories of the other psy-
chopathology group fell in between those of the typically
developing and psychosis spectrum groups. These findings
suggest that there is a less severe neurobiological impact

on the other psychopathology group in these connectivity
metrics.

Amygdala-Thalamus Brain Maturation Deviations and
Positive Symptoms
The growth chartingmethods employed in this studyestablish
a novel connection between deviations from amygdala-
thalamus connectivity development and increased positive
symptom severity. In our exploratory analyses, we found that
deviation from the normative trajectory of neurodevelopment
is relevant to positive symptoms. Although this relationship
was statistically significant after multiple comparisons, it is a
small effect and must be replicated in future studies. These
findings, alongwith others (17, 18, 73), highlight the importance
of examining the role that (dys)maturation patterns play in
the development of psychiatric disorders. While small effect
sizes may not indicate a direct intervention, it is important to
identify these deviations to fully characterize the patho-
physiology of psychosis risk.

Use of “Big Data” to Create Neurodevelopmental
Growth Charts
This study also represents a proof-of-principle approach for
merging multiple resting-state fMRI data sets to inform
normative developmental trajectories and identify aberrant
trajectories in youths with psychosis spectrum disorders.
Despite the samples having multiple sites, protocols, and
recruitment methods, the age-associated changes were re-
markably consistent across the different samples of typically
developing youths (see Figure S3), and including sample as a
covariate effectively removed any site differences (see Figure
S4). In conjunction with recent work (10, 17, 79–81), these
results support using publicly available data to assess de-
velopmental changes in brain function and relevance to
psychiatric disorders. Given that age-associated changes can
be small but significant, an approach that takes advantage of
large sample sizes will be necessary for identifying distinct
periods of development in which there are disruptions re-
lated to psychiatric disorders or symptoms.

Limitations
Our study was limited by the fact that cross-sectional data
were available only for the psychosis spectrum group. Thus,
the neurodevelopmental trajectories in psychosis spectrum
disorders do not reflect within-person change. Our cross-
sectional sample cannot definitively show whether our re-
sults are due to altered development or abnormalities due to
time of onset of psychosis. Thus, longitudinal studies of
youths with psychosis spectrum disorders, with multiple
visits per individual, can extend our understanding of psy-
chosis by identifying how the shape and rate of maturation of
subject-specific developmental trajectories in youths with
psychosis spectrum disorders diverge, converge, or remain
stable in comparison to typical development (82–84). Fur-
thermore, many developmental changes that occur during
adolescence are nonlinear, and these patterns are most
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accurately captured with longitudinal analyses (85). Addi-
tionally, psychotic symptoms are dynamic and change over
time (86, 87), and these changes need to be taken into account
when characterizing neurodevelopmental change. Recently,
using novel time-varying analytic approaches (88, 89), we
found that connectivity measures were differentially related
to individual differences in anxiety and depression at dif-
ferent points in adolescent development (13). A similar ap-
proach could be applied to longitudinal neuroimaging and
psychotic symptom data, to identify particular periods of
development in which psychic symptoms are linked to
resting-state fMRI connectivity metrics.

Finally, while we are fairly confident that we were able to
appropriately account for site in our analyses (see Figure S4),
we observed a statistically significant effect of site in many of
the regions of interest (see Table S4). Despite all scans being
performed on the same scanner model, there were still dif-
ferences in task instructions,MRI resolution, and duration of
scan. Site effects may have obscured our ability to identify
smaller developmental changes in normative amygdala
connectivity developmental trajectories. It is also possible
that we failed to identify more subtle age-related deviations in
amygdala connectivity between the psychosis spectrum and
typically developing groups because of site effects. Recently,
methodology from genetics has been used to harmonize
structural MRI data across sites (90, 91); modifying and
applying this method to resting-state connectivity data is a
logical next step. Despite these site differences, we still see a
significant interaction between group and age; these findings
suggest that multisite neuroimaging data sets will be im-
portant for understanding how biomarkers may be sensitive
or specific to developmental stage.

CONCLUSIONS

Taken together, our results provide compelling novel evi-
dence for developmental disruptions of age-associated tra-
jectories of amygdala connectivity in psychosis, specific to
circuitry underlying salience and cognitive control of affect.
Notably, these disruptions are present during late childhood
and suggest a subsequent lack of normative refinement. We
hope to build on these findings and examine how metrics of
affective brain dysmaturation may serve as predictors for
identification of youths at risk for developing psychosis and
other severe psychiatric disorders and impairments in
functioning. In addition, our approach adds to the relevance
of using “big data” to establish a growth chart to discern
impairment and its potential to inform clinical trajectories.
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